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Making friends with Motorflirt

A cheeky service that enables users to flirt with each other via sms and email using car number
plates or usernames. Its safe and secure. Your personal details are never revealed to any other
users.

(PRWEB) November 1, 2003 -- Picture the scene - you are sitting in a traffic jam and have just seen the woman
of your dreams in the car next to you. Your eyes meet hers and you can't believe your luck - she is smiling at
you and even gives you a wink! But then fate deals a cruel blow - her lane starts moving and before you know it
she's gone - disappearing down the fast lane and taking your dreams with her.

Motorflirt is a service that enables people to contact each other safely and anonymously via their car
registrations or usernames by text or email. Membership is free, and users can enter their personal details onto
the "Your Profile" section of the website so that other members can find out more about each other. Whilst the
emphasis of the service is primarily fun, safety is a high priority, so the system will only disclose a person's
username or car number plate. And if you do receive a message from someone and you don't want to hear from
them again, you can block the user on your profile.

Messages sent prior to a person signing up to motorflirt will be stored pending them becoming members. Text
messages cost 25p and emails are free.

Log on www.motorflirt.com and start having fun.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Paul Wesley
http://motorflirt.com
07930884400

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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